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others.    T^e end is not death, but resignation, and a
courageous Taring of the, inevitable.
Little Ejolf is  a very  sombre drama — a  drama
without a smile — and seems lacking in the elements
that make for a popular success.    There is little action
or stage appeal, and that little is largely confined to
the first act ;   the rest of the drama being occupied
with explaining how what happens in that act came
about.    Two out of the six personages of the drama
appear only in Act I ;  and little Eyolf, the crippled
child of Allmers and Rita, is drowned before the play
has got much further under way.    Moreover, these few
characters, such as they are, are very shadowy.    In
the hands of capable actors they may be filled out
with a temporary life ; but on the printed page they
seem but bloodless shadows, " sicklied o'er with the
pale cast " of allegory.    The child who gives his
name to the drama is hardly a living child.     He is
but a symbol of his parents'  crime ;   his floating
crutch, when he himself lies at the bottom of the sea,
a reminder of their guilt, the nemesis of egoistic
passion,    A kind of tiredness seems to have crept
over the old poet and lamed his hand.    The mists
of allegory envelop the slender theme of the work,
and sap its poetic vitality ; the symbol has usurped
the place of the substance of life.    A fundamental
and mystic thought in Little Eyolf is the inexorable
law   of change  in  human  hearts   and   lives :   the
present is continuously becoming the past ; the present
cannot always be  the present;  and, for better  or
worse, life is a thing of eternally changing horizons.
Life is  change,  life is  relativity.    And when the
inevitable penalty has been exacted ; when the healthy-
minded  optimist  Ulfheim  departs, and  the  gentle
Asta has transferred to him her mute affection for
her half-brother, Allmers ;   when the eyes of the
dead child glare for the last time out of the darkness
in the lights of the receding steamer, husband and
wife are left alone to build up their broken lives, by

